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Results 

Lurking in the lab:  Analysis of data from molecular biology laboratory instruments 

Jen Ferguson • Northeastern University • Boston MA 

Introduction 

Science labs are filled with laboratory instruments that 
gather and store data.  These data sets are neither 
glamorous nor polished, and very little of this data 
will ultimately be published.  However, they represent 
the reality that science faculty, staff, and students are 
attempting to manage daily.

A faculty member granted access to instruments used 
in her molecular biology teaching lab.  

Experimental data files generated by these 
instruments were examined in order to:

o  Gain insight into lab data management 
practices

o  Evaluate possible curation/preservation 
challenges posed by this data

Materials and methods 

Xplorer2 file management software was used to flatten 
directory structures and capture files and metadata on 
hard drives dedicated to these laboratory instruments:

o  Agilent Technologies atomic force microscope
o  LI-COR NEN DNA analyzer
o  Bio-Rad Gel Doc XR
o  Hitachi fluorescence spectrophotometer

Xplorer2 and Microsoft Excel were used to sort and 
analyze experimental data files.  Formats were 
categorized as proprietary or open/standard.

Informal discussions with the faculty member & lab 
staff during the course of this work also informed the 
findings.
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Conclusions 

Experimental data files in both proprietary and open 
formats were found in analysis of lab equipment 
hard drives. 

Image files made up the bulk of the experimental 
data and were usually in open formats.  

Other experimental data files tended to be in 
proprietary formats.

Several factors pose potential challenges to data use, 
sharing, management, and preservation:

o  Automatic overwriting and/or cloud storage 
of data sets

o  Data consisting of bundles of different file 
types

o  Proprietary file formats

Faculty & staff perspectives  

Teaching lab faculty and staff noted challenges in organizing files so students could find them, due to:
o  Inconsistent file storage locations & naming conventions
o  Inconsistent data management practices from one lab instrument to the next

They observed that students found working with experimental data frustrating, largely as a result of 
barriers imposed by proprietary file formats.  Challenges also arose due to issues such as difficulty 
manipulating 32-bit vs. 16-bit vs. 8-bit images.

Eight most prevalent file formats 62% of files were in proprietary formats 

Additional findings 

Image files in various formats were the most prevalent type of experimental data found, accounting for 
65% of the data files on the lab instrument hard drives.

Data from these instruments can be stored as packages comprised of several different file types.  For  
example, DNA sequence data can consist of sequence text file (.txt) + curve file (.scf) + gel image file 
(.samp).

One instrument (the LI-COR DNA analyzer) had very few data files stored on its hard drive. This 
instrument uses drive space as temporary storage only; the oldest data sets are continuously overwritten. 
Some laboratory instruments, including the LI-COR, can be configured to save data to cloud storage 
supplied by the instrument’s vendor.

Quantitative analysis of data files 
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